Da Quran Noor
(Pashto Fehm Ul Quran 2019)

The 6 year course duration is composed of the following subjects

**Quran tarjumah and Tafseer class**

**Word Meaning Section:**
In the beginning of the class, each ayah word’s meaning is taught with its root and similarities with Pashto language, making it easy to remember.

**Tafseer Section:**
Word meaning is followed by a detailed explanation of each ayah of the lesson. Our focus here at ArRahmah, is to highlight the practical aspects of Quran in daily life, hence lessons are designed in such a way that hearts are softened and prepared to practice whatever is taught starting with baby steps.

**Modes of listening:**

**Listen Live**
Every Thursday Live from 9:15 am -12:15pm EST
Live broadcast (Mixlr) [http://mixlr.com/arrahma-live/](http://mixlr.com/arrahma-live/)

**Recorded Lectures:**
WhatsApp: (732) 649-8046

**Curriculum / Course Material:**

**Group activity:**
Weekly 45 mins group discussion conducted in the supervision of a group in charge who listens to the word meanings of that week’s lesson and asks few questions from Tafseer so that it’s made sure that student grasped what was taught in class. Group In charge is there to further help students with any problem regarding the lesson. This activity develops a bond amongst students and eventually turns up into a close friendship.
Tests:
Test is posted on the website after completion of every half Juz. Student must print the test, attempt it and mail it to the address given on website with a return self-address stamped envelope. Students outside US and Canada MUST email their tests at the address given on website. Test mainly comprises of word meanings so that by the end of the course student is able to understand the Quranic text.

Tajweed

This class will be through WhatsApp. Every Friday the recording of current tajweed lesson will be sent to students on WhatsApp. By Wednesday student should recite same lesson and send it’s recording in the group. Teacher will listen to it and make corrections before next class In sha Allah.